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GEOGRAPHY ‘Presentation, Marking and Feedback’ eBook
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❑ Exercise books are a record of pupil progress in Geography. Although due the nature of the 
subject, all aspects of progress may not be linear.

❑ Booklets are used in both KS3 and KS4. The rationale behind booklets is that when combined 
with expert teaching they speed up delivery of the curriculum and create time for retrieval 
practice. 

❑ Booklets also ensure consistency across the department as all pupils have access to the same 
resources- key word lists, PLCs, key knowledge, homework.

❑ Work in exercise books allows pupils show off their ideas and to practise articulating their opinions. 
In essence, it gives them the opportunity to process the knowledge and to work out where it fits 
into their own personal schema.

❑ Work in exercise books practises writing at both length and depth and the ability to reach justified 
conclusions.

KS3 KS4

Pupils have green A4+ exercise books with 
separate booklets for each topic at KS3. The 
exercise books, booklets and tests are all hole-
punched and threaded through books with 
treasury tags.
The booklets are not all clumped together in the 
books. Rather, they are placed throughout the 
book in order of natural progression. This is 
imperative not only to show pupil progress, but 
to aid pupil organisation.

Pupils have printed knowledge booklets for all 
topics in Paper 1, 2 and 3. These booklets are for 
annotation and include numerous past paper 
questions. Pupils are to answer the questions 
and respond to the other tasks directly into the 
booklet. The rationale is that Geographers 
always annotate their maps, graphs and 
photographs and as such, pupils studying 
Geography should do the same. Pupils MUST be 
encouraged to annotate and not to feel like it is 
graffiti or pointless. They must understand the 
value of annotation.

Pupils have a green A4+ exercise book primarily 
for retrieval practice. From topic 2 in Y10 (Urban 
issues and challenges), pupils will be set a weekly 
9 marker homework. Every week, they are given 
a sheet which they must fill in to help them 
decide how they are going to write their 
extended answer. They then write their extended 
answer. In short, homework at GCSE is both of 
those tasks- the completion of the sheet and 
the writing of the answer.

One treasury 
tag through 
each hole.

ALL books (KS3 
and KS4) to be 
backed in 
sticky-back 
plastic. 
Decoration is 
optional.

1. The rationale of the Geography exercise book.
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KS3 exercise books

World map stuck 
on the inside cover 
of the KS3 exercise 
book.

KS3 tracker 
sheet stuck 
onto the first 
page of the 
KS3 exercise 
book.

The booklets are not all 
clumped together in the 
books. Rather, they are 
placed throughout the 
book in order of natural 
progression. 
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KS4 exercise books

Weekly 9 marker homework in GCSE 
exercise books.
Homework at GCSE is both of those 
tasks- the completion of the sheet 
and the writing of the answer.

GCSE pupils are encouraged to write using the PEDaL technique. To aid teacher marking, teachers 
can use PEDaL as an action point, circling the part of the structure that is missing.
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How to set out work in Geography exercise books:

❑ Classwork or homework should be recorded in the margin and underlined.
❑ The title should be underlined underneath .
❑ The date should appear on the right hand side of the page and be 

underlined.

❑ Diagrams should always be drawn in pencil 
and be fully annotated.
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❑ Maps and other resources are 
used. Clear annotations to be 
encouraged. 

❑ Highlighting used to identify grid 
squares on OS maps or specific 
landforms.
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Expectations- Describing location

❑ Location described at different scales e.g. continent, any seas it borders
❑ Use of terms north, south, east or west
❑ Specific detail e.g. neighbouring countries. 

Our case study of a major 

city in an LIC or NEE to 
show urban growth creates 
opportunities and 
challenges is …

What I’m Looking For….
ü Location described at different scales e.g. country, 
continent and latitude.
ü Any bodies of water it borders.
ü Use of terms north, south, east or west.
ü Specific detail e.g. neighbouring cities and areas. 

Write a description for the location of Rio de Janeiro.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

ü With a population of 6.5 million people (together with another 12.5 million in the urban areas), Rio de 
Janeiro is the second most populous city in Brazil; Sao Paulo is the first. 

ü Rio de Janeiro is located in the South East of Brazil on the Atlantic coast, with most of the city built 
around Guanabara Bay.

ü Under Portuguese colonial rule, Rio was the capital city of Brazil, becoming a major trading port. In 1960, 
the Brazilian government established Brasilia as the new capital city to encourage development in the 
interior of the country (away from the coast). Despite this, Rio has continued to be an important city in 
Brazil. 

1

https://earth.google.com/web/search/rio+de+janeiro/@-22.91413072,-
43.44598203,1971.47084382a,68522.4672209d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=CncaTRJHCiMweDliZG
U1NTkxMDhhMDViOjB4NTBkYzQyNmM2NzJmZDI0ZRlL_PYaJ-
g2wCHji_Z4IZZFwCoOcmlvIGRlIGphbmVpcm8YAiABIiYKJAlU2PCFr65LQBHBVhH_wm1KQB
nNqkd4DQAFQCFqkidTKUwawA

2. Expectations regarding presentation and quality of work
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Afghanistan

disease

General 
pattern

Specific 
detail to 

support the 
pattern

Anomaly

Expectations- Describing distribution

At Broughton, we use the acronym P.D.A (pattern, detail, anomaly) when describing distribution.  
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A suitable title and 
it is underlined.

Neat shading.

6,000,001- 9 million

3,000,001- 6 million

0-3 million

An appropriate 
key- only 3 shades 
of the same colour.

Darkest shade is 
the highest value.

Expectations- Data presentation techniques

Expectations- Broughton’s graph checklist (common to 
Geography, Maths and Science)
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Expectations- Double page infographics

Double page as 
standard.

Pupil effort 
rewarded.Subject-specific 

detail.
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❑ Pupils should receive feedback from teachers every fortnight (in line with the school’s 
marking and feedback policy).

❑ Feedback can take a range of different forms such as: peer, self and teacher marking; 
detailed marking / annotating of work; verbal feedback and whole-class feedback.

❑ It is important that effort is recognised and rewarded and any substandard work re-done.

❑ Teachers should use the marking codes below to make marking manageable. 

❑ Pupils should use a blue or a black pen when completing work. A green pen is used when 
work receives feedback (teacher, peer or self); a purple pen is used when a pupil responds 
to feedback in some way and a red pen is used when a pupil self-edits or proofreads their 
work.

3. Marking and feedback policy in Geography

Marking code Meaning

Sp. Spelling mistake

Gr. Grammatical error

P. Punctuation

// New paragraph

? Unclear expression

Sc. Issue with sentence control

A Action to complete

PEDaL GCSE ONLY-
Point
Example (AO1- knowledge)
Develop (AO2- geographical understanding)
and Link back to the question (AO3- judgement)

✔️✔️ Excellent work
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Pupils edit their work during 
dedicated proofreading time in 
lessons in red pen.
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3. Marking extended writing in KS3 Geography

❑ A5 marking sheets have been produced to assess pupil progress in the extended writing 
tasks. 

❑ Common misconceptions have been identified as have common successes. 

❑ Teachers tick or highlight successes and areas for development.

❑ This makes marking both helpful and personalised for pupils and time efficient for staff.



14

Teacher marks in green pen.

Homework and classwork is 
clearly and neatly recorded in 
the margin. This is 
underlined.

Pupil responds to feedback 
(action points) in purple pen.

Corrected spellings should be 
written out in purple three 
times.

What our marking and feedback policy looks like in books.
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What does feedback look like in Geography?

Pupils may respond to feedback 
in purple pen either by adding / 
amending their original 
response or making notes for 
future improvement. 


